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About This Game

TransALP – find your own way aCROSS the Alps.

The challenge is to find your best way from one CHECKPOINT to the next. 500m or 10km, explore the terrain!

You get points for successful rides. With this points you´l unlock BIKES, equipment, outfits and new sections. Combine it, find
your tactics to master the game!

Make more points with STUNTS if this is your way,... but the focus is to drive a Mountain bike with smooth movement,
possibility's, physics, cycle feeling and – interacting with the terrain!

Your want find out more?

OK, find it, explore it,...

Check out the home of AlpenCROSS

What makes this
Game NOVEL?

The accessible bike physic
A mixture of skill and tactics, for beginners and professionals!
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The “open Alps” principle!

Find your own way to reach the CHECKPOINTS

The “Nature simulation”

Cycling is more than kick to pedal!
Wind, stream rushing, bees buzzing, the wind that sweeps through the crest….

GAME Play

The trip planning leads you over 32 challenges in 5 different sections across the Alps!
there are 2 GAME MODES:

TIMERUSH: By this challenges, the way points are just 100 meters apart and make breakneck routes.

ORIENTING: To orient yourself you must plan the tour yourself, preferably with the map, to reach the next way point (far
away).

SPECIALS will help you

Tactically combined in preparing the TOUR.

Wider tires for the Cross Country , or use the advantages of glasses?

The protectors, hmm, is there room for the MAP? I can take only 3 Specials.

12 SPECIALS, BIKES 5 and 4 OUTFITS provide new possibilities and combinations!

MOUNTAIN-BIKES

The balanced Fully
The cross country with hard tail and 29 inch wheels

The Fat bike find completely new routes
The Enduro has an unbuffered strut

the Downhill makes me to an chamois…

SMART RANKING

Through successes are quickly
unlocked new SPECIALS and Tougher challenges.

Easy start – Heavy Master

EASY CONTROL

Quick and easy to control!

cozy Per controller, on the Couch with Beamer
or with the keyboard for a fast lap in the office ….

All pre-set and configurable intuitively, easy and comfortable!

REPLAY
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Marvel at your own driving performance!
After your tour, show the replay and see your wild ride again

to view the replay from several perspectives.

SPECIAL MOVES

Slides - with the rear brake. Physics pure and 180 degrees if you want and if you can!
Pump kick - put all your weight full in the pedal

MAKING OF

5 Years Development and distilling good material make a real good drop of Whisky:

The DRIVERS MOVEMENT

isn't an precalculated prerendered. It is a sketch what happens in movement with an Physical Ragdol. So you see no
driving part twice!

NATURE PHOTOS

+5000 Photos from the Alpine region for
backgrounds

Textures
plan graphics

CODE

+40,000 Lines of code
to calculate the tire Traction at the right angle.
also the offset to determine when wind gusts,
also the height of the lake level to calculate …
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+300 Shader from Shader Model 3.0
Among other post process Photoreal or optional RAW shader.

collect material

SOUND

Sounds like a babbling brook?
Like a thundering waterfall?

+600 Sound recordings for all
they know the sound only to hear

at the crest!

MUSIC

26 cool tracks
for those who prefer music

underscore the action in the ear!

VEGAN PRODUCTS

As the collecting pictures and sounds in the nature, no animals or animal products were used or damaged.
Also with the virtualisation no fauna or flora has been disturbed.
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Title: AlpenCROSS
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Harald Wiestner - farbWERK
Publisher:
Harald Wiestner - farbWERK
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 32 (Windows XP or above)

Processor: Intel Core 2Duo or similar

Memory: 2000 MB RAM

Graphics: (not mainboard integrated) Shader Model 3.0

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 64 MB available space

Additional Notes: only 1x to install! internet connection - to install only 1 (one) time required

English
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Gotta say... I really liked this except for a few things i'll point out at the end.
The game atmosphere is really dark and scary - But the game shines on the game design itself: It is hard, but really fun. I like
point and click adventures a lot, and The Rabbit Hole mixes that with an intense escape the room experience while making it
hard with awesome puzzles.

The biggest downside is that the vive controllers are not really good... However since this is an Early Access game, and the
developers themselves are promising roomscale and better motion controls. I recommend it with that in mind.. This game is
broke as hell.

The map is illegible, much of the room naming is misleading to the point that it's hard to discuss this game with others, and it's
pretty easy to get irrevocably stuck. I had to restart 1000 Amps twice (and take multiple years away from it to rebuild my
patience) in order to finish it.

But it's such a good concept that I have to recommend it anyway.. Can be donald trump 10\/10 IGN. GOTY 2018
please make more. Pretentious artsy black and white art style, jazzy music, and silly premise all used to cover awful slow
responding controls. There is a legit 1 second delay to each command including just moving forward, which in inexcusable in a
game that is asking for precise jumps and timing with fast moving spikes.. Game would be fantastic, and would absoulutely
recommend... But encountering constant ERROR after you die two or three times, and boots you out of the level losing all
progress!!! :/

Please update ASAP!!!
Please update ASAP!!!
Please update ASAP!!!
Please update ASAP!!!. It's so bad, it's good okay.
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I played a lot of 2070, i like the way taken for 2205. I own Gold Edition of the game with Tundra and Orbit DLCs. Frontiers
DLC is a huge add on for Anno 2205, but was nerver meant to be part of the season pass. I don't understand the need for bad
reviewing this DLC that is meant to play the role of an extension pack, like anno 2070 with Deep Water. My only regret is that
they could take the game farther by adding more planets and more game changing factors.. Super cool game! I love it!
Gameplay is easy - player can move with WASD. Aiming is automatic. To shoot you need to enter the right answer. You can
dodge from enemy bullets with your WASD.

6+4 \/ 10!. The best DLC of Fallout 4 imo! It has far greater music than Fallout 4, more interesting story and more creatures!
And the role-playing of Fallout 4 improves with this just because of one interaction when a synth asks you if you are a synth and
with the shown lore of Fallout 4 and Far Harbor it IS possible. So you can decide that you are a synth if you want to.. Hilarious,
looks good, fun, its a PERFECT mix of everything.. Do not buy this add-on, it is terrible. There is no documentation or manuals
and the auto polit is a joke without them. You can only increase the airspeed, altimeter, course or headding. The knobs do not
allow you to decrease any setting. There is no real world checklist as advertised.. Another one of those all around fun games. For
best experience, use a gamepad, not a mouse. A lot goes on in this game, music is good, can be a bit overwhelming at times, and
some levels are a bit frustrating, but overall, I would recommend this game to anyone. Great time killer and easy to put back
down again.. i'd rec everyone to buy Season pass . each dlc from Steep is just amazingly fun 10\/10. This is a good time!

  The gameplay is actually quite simple once you get the hang of it. You are a robot that has starting skills and you can keep
doing missions to get points to apply to those skills. The skills are explained in the game and aren't complicated.

  The music I personally find catchy and the controls are intuitive. The graphics some might knock but they're a style on their
own.
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